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This paper builds on the introductory white paper, “A New Kind of Defense'' to more thoroughly 
explain the technical foundations for Hopr’s Zero Trust Moving Target Defense, a special form of 
Automated Moving Target Defense (AMTD). The primary technical foundation is Hopr’s patented 
“Codes Hidden In Plain Sight” (CHIPS™) technology and protocol. 

Why Use an Automated Moving-Target Defense? 
Gartner reports1 that “AMTD effectively mitigates many known threats and is likely to mitigate 
most zero-day exploits within a decade, rotating risks further to humans and business processes.” 
Today’s workloads have identity and secret credentials that are static and cannot be trusted. This 
leads to vulnerabilities that threat actors find and exploit to breach security and enter the network. 
They move laterally, gain more access, plan, and launch damaging attacks. Hopr’s AMTD is 
highly effective because it works naturally and continuously “in line” with cloud native operations. 
Forensics analysts know that threat actors spend 90% of their time in planning an attack and only 
10% in performing the attack. AMTD disables threat actors and the methods they use to obtain 
information needed to launch damaging attacks.  

Is a Zero Trust AMTD Solution Important? 
Yes. Hopr adds a layer of identity trust verification to its AMTD, combining two important security 
architecture strategies into a single effective solution. All workload identities rely on automated 
PKI certificates. But the chain of trust for these certificates ends with the issuing certificate 
authority and does not extend to the workloads holding the certificates. No workload vetting our 
trust verification occurs when certificates are issued, and each time they are renewed, an entirely 
new PKI certificate is issued, and it is not traceable to any prior identity credential. Hopr has found 
a way to overcome the PKI identity trust shortcoming and enables workloads with a ‘PKI-free” 
identity credential with verifiable trust each time it is used.  

Hopr’s Zero Trust AMTD is recognized by Gartner as a groundbreaking AMTD solution in their 
AMTD paper: “Hopr ... can shift and reconfigure workloads to enable AMTD... to enhance 
resilience and provide automated self-healing against cyber-attacks.” 

Hopr’s Zero Trust Automated Moving Target Defense (ZT AMTD) 
Hopr’s ZT AMTD is built on its patented CHIPS technology and protocol. CHIPS is built into 
‘sidecars’ (a common software design pattern) that operate with containerized workloads in the 
same infrastructure pod (i.e., Kubernetes, Docker Swarm or other IaaS technology). The sidecar 
produces four important behaviors that protect the host workload, API endpoints, and data: 1) 
high-frequency secrets rotation 2) high frequency identity rotation, 3) end-to-end-encrypted 
communication channels (hardened tunnels), and 4) verifiable workload identity trust.  

 
1 “Emerging Tech: Security — The Future of Cyber Is Automated Moving Target Defense,” Gartner, 
February 28, 2023, ID G00782888  
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Codes Hidden In Plain Sight (CHIPS) 
A Hopr sidecar (see Figure 1) is 
comprised of four parts. Two of them 
are from open-source libraries (an AES 
256 encryption library and Envoy 
proxy), and two parts are unique to Hopr 
(the CHIPS algorithm and the Machine 
Alias ID (MAID).  

The key element of the technology is 
the CHIPS algorithm. Tens of 
thousands of CHIPS algorithms are 
contained within a sidecar, and one of 
them is selected by a DevOps engineer 
when the sidecar is deployed with its host workload. When the host workload initiates a 
communication with another trusted workload (one that also has a sidecar configured to use the 
same algorithm) or receives a message from another trusted workload that starts a new session, 
the sidecar “scrapes” naturally dynamic elements from locations specified by the CHIPS 
algorithm. The algorithm modifies the dynamic elements to create a cryptographic “seed,” which 
is processed through a key generation function (from the AES cryptographic library) to produce a 
symmetric key. The key is used by Envoy, a popular open-source cloud native networking proxy, 
to encrypt and decrypt2 TCP-IP packets (OSI Layer 4 or Layer 7) that egress or ingress the 
sidecar. Envoy proxy handles the assignment of ports and binding to the host workload.  

The secret power of the CHIPS algorithm is that two sidecars configured for the same 
CHIPS algorithm, can operate anywhere, and separately build identical symmetric keys 
each time their algorithms run. 

High-Frequency Secrets Rotation 
The CHIPS protocol is used each time a new ‘conversation’ (session) between trusted workloads 
begins. A workload (the client) initiates a session with another trusted workload (the server) by 
sending a message that passes through its sidecar where a symmetric key is built, and the 
message is encrypted (the client’s API key is included in the encrypted message if one exists) 
before it is sent to the server’s sidecar/workload. The encrypted message is received by the 
server’s sidecar and receipt triggers the server sidecar to run its CHIPS algorithm, scrape the 
same dynamic elements that the client sidecar scraped, and generate the same symmetric key.  

When a session ends, the symmetric keys vanish. New keys are generated every time a trusted 
workload initiates a new session with another trusted workload, producing the high frequency key 
rotation that enables AMTD at the granular level of individual workloads.  

 
2 Encryption and decryption are configurable for either Layer 4 or Layer 7. 

Figure 1 - CHIPS technology is built into Hopr Sidecars, which 
include an AES cryptographic library and Envoy proxy 
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Workload Identity Verification and Trust 
In addition to high frequency rotation of the symmetric key, Hopr provides each sidecar with a 
unique MAID when they first operate with their host workload. Once the initial MAID is assigned 
by Hopr, the sidecar manages MAID rotation (decentralized rotation). The MAID is frequently 
rotated based on data associated with the history of sidecar/workload sessions. Coupling the 
history of a workload’s sessions to its identity is another Hopr innovation3 and it creates an 
immutable and traceable identity credential, which Hopr can verify each time a new session 
begins. 

Verification is possible because Hopr hosts one of the public locations of dynamic elements used 
by all CHIPS algorithms. When a sidecar visits the Hopr URL to scrape dynamic elements, Hopr 
can recognize the MAID and verify its authenticity using prior session history data. 

Workload identity trust is verified by decryption of encrypted messages and by verification of MAID 
authenticity. Both the secret and identity credential of a workload are verified before a session 
begins. 

Hardened Tunnels 
As explained above, sidecars build identical secrets, but they do not send these secrets to other 
workloads for traditional authentication. Instead, the keys remain where they are built and are 
used to end-to-end encrypt/decrypt messages. The keys produce an “on-demand” hardened 
(secured) tunnel between two workloads that ensures confidentiality and integrity of data 
transiting the entire route between their endpoints. This is a significant improvement over mTLS 
encrypted channels because no TLS handshake occurs, the encryption is continuous encryption 
end-to-end (mTLS is not supported everywhere in the cloud) and it is PKI-free – there is no 
reliance on expensive services such as certificate manager and secrets managers.  

Messages that arrive at either client or 
server endpoints that are not encrypted 
are considered untrusted and may be 
malicious; sidecars log the messages 
and simply drop them without sending 
any response to the sender. 

Architecture Overview 
Figure 2 is an overview of Hopr’s 
architecture. The two main elements are 
the sidecar and Hopr’s infrastructure. 
Our infrastructure contains a web server, 
a registry, ledgers, logging, and a 

 
3 Patent Pending 

Figure 2 – Hopr’s architecture includes deployable Sidecars, Hopr 
infrastructure and Enterprise infrastructure (host workloads). 
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container repository. Companies register with Hopr, and their DevOps engineers ‘pull’ sidecars 
from the Hopr repository, configure them by editing a YAML file and deploy them with their host 
workloads into the production environment. Once deployed the sidecars operate autonomously. 

Deployment 
Figure 3 Illustrates the low-friction, 
DevOps-friendly deployment process. A 
DevOps receives and edits a YAML file 
(supplied by Hopr) to configure the 
sidecar for a specific algorithm and port 
settings. A license accompanies each 
sidecar and controls runtime settings 
such as term, session volume, and 
enabled features.  

As described earlier, the algorithm 
selected by the DevOps determines 
which other enterprise workloads the 
sidecar can communicate with. Only 
sidecars using the same algorithm can communicate with each other.  

Deployment is a simple, low-code, DevOps-friendly process; thousands of workloads can be 
quickly configured and deployed. 

Advantages 
Hopr’s ZT AMTD solutions produce advantages over other solutions in the marketplace, including 
certificates managers, secrets managers, API lifecycle management tools, API security, and 
Managed Detection and Response (MRD) tools. Although the primary differentiation is attack 
prevention, the following table compares specific advantages of Hopr over other solutions. 

 

Other Solutions 

High frequency rotation of a workload’s two 
credentials in real-time across all clouds. 

Credentials are changed infrequently and 
vulnerable to discovery and exfiltration. 

Workload identity has a chain of trust back to its 
initial trust and is verified at each session. 

Workload identity uses PKI certs that are 
often issued without vetting of identity trust 

Two sidecars build identical ephemeral keys at 
the start of a communication session 

Static secrets are stored and retrieved from 
vaults. Some are “leased” and rotated. 

Figure 3 - DevOps edit a YAML file (configure the algorithm), pull 
Sidecar containers and deploy them with trusted workloads 
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No keys are exchanged or exposed to 
exfiltration. Each key remains where it is built and 
vanishes at the close of a session. 

Keys are passed between workloads and 
vaults. A rotated secret requires injection 
into a remote endpoint. 

Hardened tunnels protect messages over the 
entire communication route. (E2EE) 

Messages, data, and API keys are secure 
only where mTLS are present. 

Decryption and a MAID assures trust in the 
sender. Untrusted traffic logged and dropped. 

Static or semi-static credentials cannot be 
trusted due to sniffing and exfiltration. 

No storage of secrets is necessary. The “secret 
zero” problem with secrets storage is avoided. 

Keys require secure storage to protect 
them, introducing more APIs and keys. 

Configuration and deployment are fast and 
DevOps friendly reducing costs. 

Implementation requires expertise is 
complex, and labor intensive.  

CHIPS Security  

Hopr includes multiple security features that naturally inhibit discovery of the CHIPS algorithm 
configured for use in any sidecar. The following are a few of our security features. 

1. As code, the CHIPS algorithm cannot be “scanned” and discovered by secrets detection tools 
(e.g., TruffleHog). The algorithm is software code just like the rest of the code in an app or API. 

2. The algorithm ID used in the YAML file is a generated identifier that has no relationship with 
the algorithm variables use. It is impossible to know the algorithm from the YAML ID 

3. The algorithm within the sidecar is in binary form and provided as a container image, making 
its discovery difficult. And if discovered, it is exceedingly difficult to break and reverse engineer 
the binary. Enterprises are responsible for the security of sidecars once they are pulled and 
configured. 

4. There are tens of thousands of unique CHIPS algorithms within a Sidecar. The probability of 
guessing the algorithm configured in a sidecar is extremely low. 

5. Each CHIPS algorithm utilizes many different variables to build a high-entropy cryptographic 
seed. One of the variables defines one or more accessible Internet locations (URLs).  

6. The location of the dynamic elements used by an algorithm is highly uncertain. Many coordinate 
positions exist at any URL. 

7. The CHIPS protocol interlocks the hopping (rotation) of each workload identity credential and 
encryption key at each session. This makes it much more difficult for an attacker because they 
must find and exfiltrate two credentials that rotate at a high frequency. 
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Hopr’s Zero Trust AMTD for Attack Prevention 
As technologies, software architectures, operating environments, vulnerabilities, and threat 
vectors evolve, existing security solutions are proving inadequate to protect enterprise resources 
and data as they once did. Hopr’s ZT AMTD is a defensive strategy that is widely recognized by 
cybersecurity professionals as highly effective. Our SaaS solutions perform in real time and in all 
clouds and containerized environments.  

Visit https://hopr.co/contact to schedule a free 15-minute discovery call with one or our 
experts. Or email us at the address below. 

 

Email: hopr@hopr.co 
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